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10Abstract The skills of knowledge-creating inquiry are explored as a challenge for higher
11education. The knowledge-creation approach to learning provides a theoretical tool for
12addressing them: In addition to the individual and social aspects in regulation of inquiry, the
13knowledge-creation approach focuses on aspects related to advancing shared objects of
14inquiry. The development of corresponding metaskills is suggested as an important long-
15term goal for higher education; these pertain, simultaneously to the individual, collective,
16and object-oriented aspects of monitoring inquiry. Taking part in collaborative inquiry
17toward advancing a shared knowledge object is foreseen as a means to facilitate the
18development of metaskills; the present study examines one undergraduate university course
19in psychology with that aim. The data consisted of a database discourse and students’ self-
20reflections after the course, examined by qualitative content analysis. Three analyses
21investigated discourse evolution, knowledge advancement, and the challenge of the inquiry
22practices. The student-groups differed markedly in their engagement in the inquiry efforts.
23The study gave insights concerning novel challenges evoked by knowledge-creating
24inquiry, relating in particular to commitment, epistemic involvement, dealing with
25confusion, and the iterative nature of knowledge advancement. We propose the following
26implication for educational practices: Although dealing with uncertainty and areas beyond
27one’s expertise, as well as engaging in self-directed collaborative inquiry, may seem overly
28demanding for students, such experiences are decisive for developing one’s skills in dealing
29with open-ended knowledge objects in a longer time frame.
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34Introduction

35There is a proposal by Hakkarainen and colleagues to move from the cognitive (individualistic)
36and social (participatory) approaches to learning toward an inclusive knowledge-creation
37approach (Hakkarainen et al. 2004). This knowledge-creation approach addresses the question
38of how people learn to develop new artefacts and products or ways of working
39collaboratively over longer periods of time. In workplace contexts, this question is gaining
40increasing attention, but it is also a relevant question for higher education. It is generally
41agreed that workers in the knowledge society need competencies in knowledge creation and
42engagement in advancing shared objects (Bereiter 2002; Hakkarainen et al. 2004).
43Yet, studies of student learning in higher education often point to the lack of skills for
44solving complex problems or ill-defined questions (e.g., Mandl et al. 1996), the effective
45pursuit of which, we hold, demands attention to such objects.
46As higher education has a central position in educating knowledge workers, it is of
47interest that organizational studies have focused on the collective nature of work on
48epistemic objects (e.g., Miettinen and Virkkunen 2005) and, particularly, on the increasing
49importance of open-ended objects in expert work (Knorr-Cetina 1997). The quality of open-
50endedness means that objects (and knowledge) are not fixed, but the work is oriented to
51something that does not exist yet or is unknown. The term epistemic object (knowledge
52object) suggests a theoretical or conceptual dimension, and is somewhat broader than the
53subsumed concept of “knowledge artefact.”
54Looking at how this open-endedness or ill-defined quality of epistemic objects is realized
55in practices in higher education results in a remarkable polarization: On one hand, it is
56perfectly in line with the core activity in universities, namely, research, but it is, on the other
57hand, quite distant from the core educational practices of courses and exams, at least in
58undergraduate education. In this paper, the multiple demands for skills of knowledge-creating
59inquiry are addressed, both theoretically and empirically, as a challenge for higher education.
60Theoretically, we draw upon the concepts of trialogical learning (Paavola et al. 2004). The
61trialogical learning framework upholds the cognitive (individualistic) or social (participatory)
62forms of expertise and learning (Sfard 1998), but emphasizes the knowledge-creation
63approach to learning. It highlights those kinds of activities where people collaboratively
64develop new artefacts, practices, and products or commit themselves to long-term processes
65of working and learning (Paavola et al. 2004; Hakkarainen et al. 2004). The knowledge-
66creation approach to learning applies ideas of object-orientedness and artefact-mediated
67practices from activity theory in order to build a framework where collaborative object-
68oriented inquiry is emphasized as a potential design principle of educational practice (Paavola
69and Hakkarainen 2005). The presence of these artefacts, practices, and products—“objects”—
70is the rationale for the term trialogic as contrasted with dialogic. Examples of such objects are
71theories, plans, protocol procedures, design drawings, prototypes, and collective practices.
72In this paper, we have selected to use the term collaborative, knowledge-creating
73inquiry: It builds on the educational paradigm of inquiry learning and presents knowledge
74creation as a particular type of ill-defined inquiry process. Shared objects have a central
75position in knowledge-creating inquiry because (a) they are used to negotiate the objectives
76of collaboration (what are we trying to create? what will be the tangible outcomes of our
77collaboration?); (b) they embody a series of question-explanation processes (e.g., in a
78discussion forum); (c) they are based on iterations and revisions to the products (e.g., in
79report versions); (d) they require practical decisions about how to organize the collaboration
80and coauthoring process; and (e) once completed, the knowledge objects are conceptual
81artefacts available for further use. Other objects, artefacts, and tools may be shared among
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82the participants, and, thus, function as boundary objects; however, they are not co-
83constructed, which we consider a central property of a shared object.
84Empirically, we propose and investigate a continuum of three encompassing aspects of
85inquiry—individual, collaborative, and object-oriented. We argue that all these aspects need
86particular monitoring and regulatory attention from the participants as individuals and as
87members of a learning community. Learning to master these connected aspects gives rise to
88what we call metaskills of collaborative knowledge-creating inquiry (Muukkonen et al.
892009), although we acknowledge that using the notion “meta” is in some ways problematic.
90The problem of defining them as “metaskills” as compared to “skills” raises, for example,
91the issue of whether they are context-bound or general skills. We propose that these
92metaskills address the competencies required in practices of collective, object-oriented, and
93prolonged inquiry efforts, which are not reducible to an individual’s activities or
94productions. In a sense, these skills are cultivated in practices where students are
95responsible for coordinating and directing their activities over the various aspects of
96inquiry: their own individual efforts, effective collaboration in group, and the progression
97and high quality of the knowledge objects they are developing. Although the timescale for
98developing such presumed skills may be relatively long, several years before full
99articulation, we suggest that learning experiences from individual courses can cumulatively
100contribute to their development, and, hence, provide justification for exploring them by
101means of a case study.

102Research objectives

103The promotion of object-oriented inquiry in higher education is a component of our quest to
104immerse students in authentic practices because that is where their skills are put to test upon
105graduation. To consider authentic practices in higher education necessitates some reflection
106on the included knowledge practices and how the latter are to be defined. Schatzki proposed
107that we view practices as “embodied, materially mediated arrays of human activity centrally
108organized around shared practical understanding” (Schatzki 2000, p. 2). What is central to
109our present argument is that Schatzki emphasizes that activity is dependent on “shared skills
110and understandings” for advancing common objects. A practice, according to Scribner and
111Cole (1981), can be unfolded in terms of three components: technology, knowledge, and
112skills. Practice refers to “a recurrent, goal-directed sequence of activities using a particular
113technology and a particular system of knowledge” (Scribner and Cole 1981, p. 236).
114Important for our present purposes, they use the term “skills” to ascribe the coordinated sets
115of actions involved in applying this knowledge in particular settings. Furthermore,
116Hakkarainen (this issue), argues that to nurture pedagogical innovations involving
117knowledge creation, one needs to explore locally cultivated knowledge practices and to
118identify the mechanisms which channel the participants’ intellectual efforts in a way that
119elicits collective advancement of knowledge, which implies development of the relevant
120objects. In this paper, we present an account of knowledge practices aimed at collaborative
121knowledge-creating inquiry and focus on the skills aspect of practices.
122The first goal of the research relates to exploring collective regulation of inquiry and its
123facilitation as a part of authentic practices. A great majority of studies on regulation of
124inquiry take place in controlled settings within short time spans (see Lin et al. 2005). This is
125understandable because otherwise it would be extremely difficult to capture elusive and
126relational executive processes regarding collective inquiry in an experimental design.
127Although experimental investigations are needed, the present investigators seek to investigate
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128indications of naturally occurring regulative processes, directed towards individual, collec-
129tive, and object-oriented undertakings.
130The second goal relates to the fact that previous research on metacognitive regulation of
131learning (e.g., Boekarts et al. 2000; Efklides 2006; Jost et al. 1998; Salonen et al. 2005) is
132highly focused on the individual actor’s processes or working with a peer, but is less
133articulate about the work toward and through shared objects while students are engaged in
134an open-ended task. To examine the role of shared objects, we use the database materials to
135provide a description of working practices on shared knowledge artefacts. Further, we
136recognize a lack of research directed to understanding how students themselves perceive
137their commitment and ability to take part in collaborative knowledge creation. We expect
138that it would involve perceiving the value in committing to work on shared objects and
139engaging in building on each other’s ideas. Therefore, we will address this question from
140two angles: how the database materials portray the inquiry practices and how the
141participating students reflect on them.
142We begin in the next section by presenting prior research on skills concerning these
143three aspects of inquiry: individual, collaborative, and object-oriented. In practice, these
144aspects are systemically interacting, which renders efforts to clearly delineate the research
145background very challenging. Further, the research traditions addressing them have
146evolved rather disconnectedly, and used markedly different foci of analysis, varying
147between an individual, a group, a collective object, learning outcomes, or combinations
148of them. Our solution here is to take an analytic focus, which considers these three
149aspects as intertwined. This makes it necessary to introduce a number of concepts used in
150different traditions and to make links between them. Our aim, however, is to take
151collaborative knowledge creation as a starting point and to probe each of these three
152aspects in the theoretical background section. Following that, we will present data and
153analysis of a course in higher education. In conclusion, we shall return to the framing of
154metaskills for collaborative knowledge-creating inquiry and discuss the educational
155implications.

156Skills concerning individual inquiry

157Metacognitive and self-regulatory skills

158In efforts to understand what kinds of skills are required for self-managing an individual’s
159inquiry, one naturally turns to the theories of metacognition and self-regulated learning. At
160a general level, there exists an agreement that self-regulation of learning is an active,
161constructive process whereby learners set goals for their learning and engage in efforts in
162understanding, planning, monitoring, regulating, and reflecting on their cognition,
163motivation, behavior, and context (e.g., Boekarts et al. 2000; Järvelä et al. 2009; Quintana
164et al. 2005). Further, metacognition may be addressed as knowledge, experiences, and skills
165of monitoring one’s own inquiry efforts (Efklides 2006). As Zimmerman and Tsikalas
166(2005) have emphasized, the key to evolving metacognitive capabilities is linking
167forethought, performance, and self-reflective phases of a learning process in such a way
168that the learners experience positive cognitive, motivational, and behavioral consequences
169of their efforts, which promote their feelings of competence and control.
170Although self-regulation research has traditionally taken an individual perspective,
171recent research has introduced the concept of social metacognition, which deals with the
172meta-level processes related to interactions with peers as a distinct dimension of
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173metacognition (e.g., Jost et al. 1998; Salonen et al. 2005). Jost et al. (1998) have argued that
174social metacognition may encompass skills for such central interpersonal processes as
175perspective taking, empathy, and effective communication, which require judgments about
176the knowledge, viewpoints, and understandings of other people. Here, we treat such skills
177as pertaining principally to an individual’s self-monitoring, although they can be also
178perceived as a dimension of monitoring collaboration.
179Cognitive research on teaching thinking skills has revealed that it is extremely difficult
180to teach general thinking skills separately from the development of domain-specific
181structures of knowledge (e.g., Perkins 1993). Rather, the ability to develop content-specific
182knowledge and apply it in situations frequently coevolves with the development of
183general thinking skills and metacognitive strategies (Davidson and Sternberg 1998).
184Perkins (1993) has, further, emphasized the importance of individual cognition in
185distributed cognitive processes because epistemological knowledge (such as knowledge
186concerning strategies of inquiry, patterns of explanation, and forms of justification) cannot
187become distributed because it is continuously needed by each individual for executing
188complex processes of inquiry.

189Agency

190The socio-cognitive research tradition has emphasized that an individual’s inquiry is in
191many ways influenced and shaped by social practices. Particularly, learning is a by-
192product of taking part in social practice: It is not reducible to beliefs or other individual
193mental processes (Marton and Trigwell 2000). A member of a community may take a
194proactive role, which is to say, exhibit agency. Bandura (2001) has emphasized
195intentionality and individual and collective efficacy in the regulation of actions; Edwards
196(2005) has highlighted the need for relational agency as a capacity for working with
197others; and Virkkunen (2006) has stressed the hybrid quality of agency as agents are
198involved in long-term collaboration in different activity systems with partially over-
199lapping objects of activity. Further, the notion of epistemic agency was introduced by
200Scardamalia (2002) and Bereiter (2002) in their investigations of the advancement of
201conceptual knowledge in a knowledge-building community. Epistemic agency becomes
202overt in situations where a student starts to consider how to advance one’s own
203knowledge by reflecting, with others, on ideas and cultural knowledge on everyday
204phenomena. Further, it entails shifting away from teacher-directed activities and
205individual knowledge advancement towards community knowledge and a standpoint
206emphasizing the improvability of ideas (Bielaszyk and Blake 2006; Scardamalia 2002).
207We, here, link systematic improvements of ideas with furtherance and development of the
208objects of inquiry.
209Prior research on agency has, thus, already moved us away from the emphasis on an
210individual’s activities, and placed an individual actor’s meta-level processes within the
211collective process and working on shared objects. This is how we suggest that the
212metaskills are distinct from metacognition: Agency and metacognitive knowledge and skills
213are fundamental factors in the engagement of any one participant; yet the complexity of an
214open-ended epistemic object and the mutual dependency between the participants adds new
215elements to the regulation and evaluation process. As knowledge-creating inquiry is
216strongly influenced by what the co-inquirers are doing and the epistemic goals set by the
217(educational) environment, it is consequently beyond any one participant’s ability to fully
218control it. Thus, it appears that particular skills are needed for taking part in the
219collaborative activity and transforming the uncertainty into plans of advancement.
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220Skills related to collaborative aspects of inquiry

221Collaborative aspects of inquiry is a general notion employed here to examine skills
222concerning intersubjective aspects of inquiry. There exists a substantial body of research on
223technology-enhanced collaboration within which small group interaction has been
224examined. In the context of higher education, several lines of investigation have shed
225light on the motivational processes (e.g., Järvelä et al. 2008), scaffolding of interaction and
226learning by providing scripts for collaboration (e.g., Weinberger et al. 2005), the influence
227of pedagogical design on the deepening of academic inquiry (e.g., Lakkala et al. 2008;
228Muukkonen et al. 2005), and argumentation and dialogic thinking as a means to capitalize
229on the multiplicity of perspectives to create new understanding (e.g., Andriessen 2006;
230Schwarz and de Groot 2007; Wegerif 2006). Prior research publications related to the skills
231for participating in such collaborative activities are reviewed in the subsequent sections.

232Coordination and social awareness

233Researchers have been interested in how to identify those factors in a collaboration process
234which are central to its success. Addressing the quality of collaboration, Meier et al. (2007)
235have proposed the following factors: communication to sustain mutual understanding and
236dialogue; joint information processing and reaching consensus; coordination involving task
237division, time management, and technical coordination; reciprocity of interaction; and
238motivation monitoring. Similarly, other researchers have examined challenges related to the
239creation of a joint problem-solving space; coordination of attention at the level of managing
240one’s own efforts and trying to understand what others are doing simultaneously (Barron
2412003; Mäkitalo et al. 2005). The success of collaboration may be hindered by the lack of
242awareness of other team members’ working processes. Understanding which others are
243active, where they are working, what they are working on, and providing a team with an
244explicit model for collaboration have been emphasized as critical factors in raising the
245awareness of collaboration in a team (Gutwin and Greenberger 2004; Leinonen et al. 2005).
246Cannon-Bowers and colleagues (Cannon-Bowers et al. 1995) have suggested that team
247members should have both generic and specific team competencies, consisting of
248knowledge, skills, and attitudes. For instance, generic competencies may relate to
249interpersonal skills or attitudes toward teamwork; individuals take these competencies
250across situations. On the other hand, specific team competencies relate to their knowledge
251of the other team members, their attitudes and knowledge, based on prior collaboration
252activities. These specific team competencies need to be readjusted following every change
253in team composition.

254Contributing in a dialogical space

255It has been proposed that collaborative inquiry is based on a “dialectical relationship and
256complementary functions of engaging in a back-and-forth dialogue with one’s peers and
257reflectively reorganizing that dialogue into a monologic text for public presentation”
258(Enyedy and Hoadley 2006, p. 414). We agree, further, that it is crucial that engagement in
259knowledge advancement should have a transactive quality; self-disclosing important ideas,
260attracting peer attention to a new idea, and exhibiting continued development or
261challenging argumentation (Goos et al. 2002). The monological presentation of one’s
262own ideas and explanations, for example, in texts, sketches, or designs, gives ideas an
263objective form and makes them available for others to reflect upon. Using collaborative
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264technology opens the dialogical space to the entire learning community. A large body of
265research in the computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) approach focuses on the
266analysis of interaction patterns, argumentation, negotiation, or meaning making in
267discussion forums. Investigators have sought to understand the functioning of social
268communities and the practices and tools for cultivating exchanges and shared interpreta-
269tions. Yet, epistemic objects tend to be slighted or ignored: There is still not sufficient
270understanding of the activities and related competencies regarding the advancement of
271them. Therefore, in the next section, we focus on the third aspect of metaskills of inquiry,
272the object-oriented inquiry activities.

273Skills concerning object-oriented inquiry

274Some investigators have emphasized that inquiry should have a pronounced focus on the
275shared advancement of conceptual ideas by iteratively editing, rewriting, or versioning the
276productions to demonstrate and explicate them (Bereiter 2002; Paavola and Hakkarainen
2772005). This focus is proposed as a characteristic of the practice of continued development
278of epistemic objects, a process central to the knowledge-creation approach to learning.
279These objects, as we have stated, include theories, ideas, protocols, frameworks, and
280analyses of specific phenomena. Such a focus gives rise to a question not often examined in
281depth by the research reported regarding higher education contexts of collaborative
282learning: What is the role of the shared epistemic objects in the inquiry activity?
283Specific to our reasoning about the object-orientedness of inquiry is that we locate it in a
284question-explanation process. The set of posed questions frames a possible series of
285concrete knowledge objects; these are introduced, perhaps in sketchy form, by the
286questioner, but then creatively added to and modified by inquirers trying to find answers to
287these questions in the course of inquiry.
288Do knowledge-creation practices, therefore, require some additional skills from the
289students compared to individual inquiry or participating in social interaction? The study by
290Muukkonen et al. (2005) suggests that going deeper in an inquiry process was, indeed, a
291demanding endeavor for university students. The concept of “deepening” refers to
292characteristic events in the course of which learners not only provide their own opinions
293and explanations in the shared discourse, but actually start to look for and employ the
294materials, theories, and previous research on the questions they are trying to answer.
295Simultaneously, the collective advancement of ideas should become visible by means of
296sharing everything with others and transforming the initial knowledge productions through
297collaboration by rewriting and versioning the drafts. Such practice has been more common
298in studies in the field of design, where the conceptual and visual representations are used as
299a basis (by experts) for collaboratively evaluating and questioning design proposals and
300creating new ideas (e.g., Lahti 2007). Further, in order to encourage students to become
301aware of the multidisciplinary character of design practices (e.g., Seitamaa-Hakkarainen
302et al. 2005), the design task or problem itself should be open-ended and authentic.
303In our inspection of prior research on how to describe the skills for advancing a shared
304object, we discovered critical subcomponents of general skill in object-oriented activities.
305First, the role of the shared knowledge objects is articulated in “knowledge building” theory
306(Bereiter 2002), which has brought to the fore the notion of the collective development of
307conceptual artefacts, and has influentially argued for the change in educational culture
308toward knowledge-building practices. Scardamalia (2002) has also emphasized the
309importance of collective cognitive responsibility, which relates to a collective commitment
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310to advancing the shared objects. Yet, their work has not explicitly addressed the skills
311present in or needed for such practices. Secondly, boundary-crossing competence (Walker
312and Nocon 2007) has been examined as the ability to manage and integrate multiple,
313divergent discourses and practices across social boundaries. People have a specific role as
314cultural brokers while tools may serve as boundary objects. Although this could be
315interpreted as relating to the intersubjective aspects of inquiry, it concomitantly directs the
316attention and the activities on a shared object. In the work of Walker and Nocon (2007), as
317well as in Tuomi-Gröhn and Engeström (2003), the ability to transfer between contexts is
318addressed as a specific competence. Boundary-crossing competence is enacted by adapting
319knowledge from different areas of expertise and using the arising contradictions
320(Engeström 1987) as opportunities for creativity. Further, this would suggest, in light of
321the skills for monitoring the evolution of objects of activity, that the ability to deal with
322constraints and obstacles is critical; one should be able to identify what disturbs the
323intended actions, define the conflicting goals that the individuals or the collective hold, and
324devise strategies and actions for overcoming them. Finally, Dym and colleagues (Dym et al.
3252005) have highlighted a particular set of skills required in authentic inquiry situations;
326those dealing with the ability to tolerate ambiguity, handle uncertainty, and maintain the
327big picture in sight as central in a complex design process.
328It is clear that such skills are nurtured neither by individual engagement in inquiry nor by
329collaborative interaction without a pronounced focus on developing a shared knowledge
330object. To become an expert in socially negotiated knowledge advancement, one needs to
331nourish skills beyond individual inquiry and collaboration. We will next present research on
332a case in order to reflect on practice-bound skills—or metaskills—for monitoring and
333engaging in object-oriented inquiry.

334Research questions

335The present investigation addresses the following questions:

3361) How do the students engage in collaborative inquiry on an authentic task?
3372) How do the students evaluate the process themselves?
3383) How do the observed activities of student-groups and their self-reflections on the
339process relate to each other?
3404) What are the indications of developing skills that deal particularly with engagement in
341the object-oriented aspects of inquiry?

342

343Methods

344The present research is in a succession to three prior courses using the pedagogical model
345of Progressive Inquiry with a Web-based collaboration environment (see Lakkala et al.
3462008) as a means to educate students through inquiry practices. As such, it is an example of
347design-based research (e.g., Brown 1992; Collins et al. 2004). Design-based research is
348characterized as simultaneously and iteratively pursuing the goals of developing learning
349environments based on theories of learning, and using such environments as natural
350laboratories to study learning and teaching (Sandoval and Bell 2004). Naturalistic settings
351are accompanied by certain weaknesses when compared to experimental research designs:
352Noncontrolled designs and data can only partially reproduce the complexities of a long-term
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353learning process. Employing students’ self-reflections is another source of bias, but it also
354provides a perspective on the learning process not attainable by other means. Altogether,
355drawing upon these complexities of natural settings appears to provide insights for under-
356standing some of the difficulties that students experience in adapting to new learning
357practices.

358The pedagogical model of progressive inquiry

359The investigated course was organized following the elements of the progressive inquiry
360model. The Progressive Inquiry model (Hakkarainen 2003; Muukkonen et al. 2005)
361provides heuristic guidance for engagement in a deepening question-explanation process.
362The basic assumption is that students and teachers take part in collaborative inquiry into an
363open-ended task. The elements in inquiry that the model emphasizes are the following:
364using the distributed expertise of participants in the learning community; creating the
365context of collaboration; setting up the initial research question; constructing working
366theories based on prior knowledge; and critically evaluating strengths, weaknesses, and
367gaps in current theories and explanations. Further, processes include searching deepening
368knowledge; developing subordinate questions framing the inquiry efforts; and developing
369new working theories to demonstrate evolving knowledge and understanding. The defining
370characteristic of progressive inquiry is, accordingly, the pursuit of advancing shared
371knowledge objects across situations—rather than a particular method of group working.

372Course setting

373The course was a two-credit undergraduate course, which lasted for a period of 11 weeks.
374Thirteen students participated in the course, “Psychology of modern learning environ-
375ments,” consisting of seven seminar meetings (3-4 h each) and collaboration within the
376educational software, the Future Learning Environment (FLE3), between the meetings. The
377seminar meetings were organized so that the first 2 h were spent with computers, and
378the following two as face-to-face discussion. The course setting was designed to place the
379cognitive responsibility for the advancement of inquiry largely in the hands of the students,
380although the process was closely monitored by a group of three tutors.
381The first seminar meeting involved context creation by introducing the goals and themes
382of the course and explaining the progressive inquiry framework and how it would be used
383as a heuristic model to structure the inquiry process. In addition, only one of the seminar
384meetings was conducted in the form of expert lecturing, the rest were facilitated group work
385and discussion. Usually at least two tutors participated in each meeting. The first task of the
386students was to introduce themselves online. Following that, the FLE3 environment was
387used to highlight, cyclically, the elements of the progressive inquiry process by asking
388students to post research questions, state their own working theories, process evaluations,
389search relevant materials, and produce iterations of their final seminar papers. Each tutor
390had a main facilitator’s role for one group; however, all participants could take part in any
391group’s discourse in FLE. The students were provided with a great many recommendations
392and links to knowledge sources.
393The research questions presented by students during the first sessions formed three themes
394for collaborative inquiry. These student-generated themes were: “Qualities of networked
395environments that support collaborative learning” in Group A; “Creative process in a net-
396worked community” in Group B; and “Teachers’ and learners’ roles in a collaborative
397networked environment” in Group C. Before the last meeting, in which the whole process
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398was evaluated together, the groups were guided to post the final version of their joint report to
399FLE3, and peers were encouraged to read and comment on them. After the course, the
400students wrote self-reflections of their participation in the course.

401Participants

402During the course, the 13 students formed three groups: Group A had originally four
403students (two female); their average age was 24 years, and they had studied on average
4042.33 years. One male student dropped out in the beginning phase; he did not contribute to
405the inquiry. Group B had five students (three female); their average age was 23.6 and years
406studied, 3.6. The four students in Group C (three female) were on average older, 24.8 years,
407and they had studied the longest, 5 years on average (although the rise in the study-years
408was largely due to one ninth year student). The students came from several departments at
409the University of Helsinki; therefore, their backgrounds were in many domains, including
410chemistry, esthetics, technology, philosophy, and education.

411Collaborative web-based environment

412The technological environment used in the investigated course, Future Learning Environment
413(FLE3), was an asynchronous groupware system (v.3) developed by the Media Laboratory,
414University of Art and Design Helsinki, in collaboration with the Centre for Research on
415Networked Learning and Knowledge Building at the Department of Psychology, University of
416Helsinki. It is designed for supporting collaborative knowledge building and progressive
417inquiry in educational settings. The FLE environment is an open-source collaborative tool
418(http://fle3.uiah.fi). The pedagogical model of progressive inquiry is embedded in the FLE
419design and functionality (Muukkonen et al. 1999). The Knowledge Building (KB) module
420provides a shared space for working together for solving problems and developing ideas and
421thoughts generated by the participants. In KB module, the sent messages are organized in
422threads under the forums, titled according to the starting problems (defined by the
423participants). The messages are visible to all course members. In the KB module, progressive
424inquiry is promoted by asking a user to categorize a message by choosing an inquiry scaffold
425(Problem, My explanation, Scientific explanation, Comment, and Evaluation of the process).
426The built-in scaffolds include tips for selection criteria, for instance, with My explanation:
427“Are you presenting your own thinking (notion, hypothesis, theory, explanation or
428interpretation)? Don’t finalize your explanation. Post more elaborated versions later. If you
429have knowledge from an information source, you should write a Scientific explanation.”
430These scaffolds are intended to help the students to move beyond simple question-answer
431discussion and elicit practices of progressive inquiry, by making the conceptual tools
432constantly available as new messages are constructed and later read. The use of scaffolds
433was explained for the students in the beginning of the course.

434Data-collection

435The data of the present study consisted of database materials and students’ self-reflections.
436The database discourse was examined to gain an understanding of the evolution of the inquiry
437process and engagement in developing the shared objects. The self-reflections were collected
438in order to gain personal, in-depth self-accounts of the inquiry process and the challenges
439related to knowledge-creating inquiry. They were considered to provide complementary
440perspectives on the process.
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441With the database materials, we narrowed the analysis to the three groups’ discourse
442forums in FLE3; there the actual inquiry process took place during a period of 8 weeks,
443framed by the research questions. Final reports produced by the three student groups were
444used as complementary material. Several less central forums in the course database were
445excluded from the analysis: practicing the use of the environment, introductions, course
446information, and initial development of research problems, materials, and references.
447At the end of the course, the students were asked to answer four open-ended reflective
448questions that were sent to them by e-mail; all students responded to these self-reflections.
449The questions asked were: 1) How do you evaluate your participation in the knowledge-
450building process. For example, where did you succeed well, what kinds of problems did
451you have? What did you get out of the knowledge building? 2) Would you have needed
452more tutoring and in what phases? 3) How do you compare studying during this course to
453some other more traditional seminars (or small group work)? 4) Other comments?

454Data analysis

455The content analysis of the data was carried out in two discrete processes. First, the
456database discourse materials were examined to construct a process view of the inquiry
457regarding the discourse evolution and the knowledge advancement. Second, the self-
458reflections were categorized to examine the students’ perspectives on the monitoring of
459individual, collective, and object-oriented aspects of inquiry as well as the tools and course
460design. An overview of the data analysis and category development is presented in Table 1.
461First, a categorization of the discourse evolution was developed by adapting the coding
462scheme used by Muukkonen et al. (2005) where categories were based on the major
463underlying elements of the progressive inquiry model (Problem, Own explanation, Source-
464based explanation, Metacomment, Quote of another student’s idea, and Reference to
465lecture). In developing the categorization further, we noticed that university students
466generally tended to provide very complex explanations as their own ideas. It appeared that
467it would not do justice to their thoughts to call them just “own explanations”; these thoughts
468often had been cultivated through extensive knowledge-seeking activities, although
469students did not make reference to the sources of their knowledge. More importantly, they
470could make an advancement in inquiry in many complementary forms, that is, by posing
471questions, presenting own understanding, introducing new concepts or theoretical content,
472synthesizing or organizing the process. However, we have differentiated between categories
473“Explicative knowledge” which refers to explanations in their own words and “Theoretical
474knowledge,” in which academic practices of introducing concepts and referencing literature
475are employed to explicate advances in inquiry. In addition, “Question,” “Metaknowledge,”
476and “Organize” categories were developed (see Appendix A: The examples have been
477translated from Finnish and shortened for conciseness without altering their meaning).
478For the purpose of depicting the discourse evolution, a message was considered a suitably
479large unit of analysis. Each message was categorized as containing content predominantly in
480one of the discourse evolution categories. However, as some of the message contained
481elements from several categories, the selection was made by considering its key content and
482the Inquiry-scaffold chosen by the student, that is, considering the student’s intended input
483into the inquiry process. To analyze the inter-rater agreement of classification, an independent
484rater classified approximately 10% of discourse messages; the Kappa coefficient (Cohen’s
485Kappa) for rater agreement was .81, which was considered satisfactory.
486The second analysis extended the analysis of the inquiry practices by investigating the
487knowledge advancement in the database discourse. The concept definitions and the versioning
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488of the final report were treated as the central knowledge objects iterated in the inquiry,
489because they were the main outcomes of the students’ shared knowledge advancement efforts.
490Based on a systematic examination of the discourse messages, occurrences of content items—
491which were either Concept definitions or Report versions (preliminary or final version of the
492final report)—were counted in each of the threads in the FLE environment. In the case of the
493final report versions, we consider this count only suggestive, because some of the versions
494may have been circulated by other means, such as e-mail.
495Finally, the students’ answers to the self-reflection questions were examined to gain an
496understanding on how the students perceived the challenge of the inquiry practices
497introduced in the course. The students particularly reflected on issues of individual and
498collective commitment, individual and collective knowledge advancement process, what
499kind of guidance they would have required both individually and collectively, and their
500overall evaluations of the course (see Appendix B for definitions and examples of the
501categories). All of the responses to the open-ended questions were included in the analysis;
502in the data, several reflections provided an evaluation of the course and the tool used,
503therefore, a category for course evaluation was also included.
504The responses to the open-ended questionnaire were segmented into ideas; each idea
505addressed content in only one of the mutually exclusive categories. To analyze the inter-
506rater agreement of classification, an independent rater classified approximately 30% of self-
507reflection responses; the Kappa coefficient (Cohen’s Kappa) for rater agreement was .83 for
508self-reflections, which was considered satisfactory.

t1.1Table 1 Overview of data analysis

t1.2Analysis Focus Categories Data

t1.3Discourse evolution Knowledge-creating inquiry
practices

Question Database

t1.4Explicative knowledge

t1.5Theoretical knowledge

t1.6Metaknowledge

t1.7Organize

t1.8Knowledge advancement Shared objects Concept definition Database

t1.9Report version

t1.10Challenge of inquiry
practices

Monitoring individual aspects
of inquiry

Individual commitment Self-reflections

t1.11Individual knowledge
advancement

t1.12Individual guidance

t1.13Monitoring collective aspects
of inquiry

Collective commitment

t1.14Collective knowledge
advancement

t1.15Collective guidance

t1.16Monitoring object-oriented
aspects of inquiry

Individual knowledge
advancementa

t1.17Collective knowledge
advancementa

t1.18Collective guidancea

t1.19Reflection on tools and
course design

Course evaluation

a Relates to two aspects of monitoring inquiry
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509Throughout the results section, extracts from the database discourse and the self-
510reflections are used to highlight descriptive instances addressed in the findings.

511Results

512Technology-mediated discourse

513The overall number of messages and documents posted to the FLE3 Knowledge Building
514forums and Webtops is presented in Table 2. Students wrote 76% of all messages and 69%
515of all documents in the database.
516To answer the first research question, “How do the students engage in collaborative
517inquiry on an authentic task?” a content analysis was carried out on the three forums (65%
518of all messages). In Table 3 is presented an overview of database discourse in each group,
519based on the categorization of the message contents. In each group, there were several discourse
520threads in the forum, each represented as its own row in the table. The order of the threads
521follows the timeline of their creation, and the messages are in a chronological order in each
522thread, but not in comparison to other threads. The analysis revealed that threads were generally
523started with a why or how question, followed by students’ own explanations (explicative
524knowledge), introduction of theoretical and conceptual explanations (theoretical knowledge),
525organizational messages (organize), and also some metareflections (metaknowledge).
526Analysis of the discourse evolution was extended by an investigation of the knowledge
527advancement in the database discourse. In Table 3, the rightmost column displays the
528observed counts of concept definitions and report versions written by students in each thread.
529As evidenced by the evolution of the inquiry, all three groups took formulated research
530questions as starting points for their inquiry, a practice that was emphasized by the tutors
531during the course by following the progressive inquiry model. The tutors had a strong role
532in presenting theoretical materials, but also in taking part in creating and revising questions
533and explanations. Only the tutor in Group C was posting messages categorized as meta-
534level evaluations of the process. Overall, during the face-to-face seminars, the tutors were
535active in promoting collaboration and reflection, asking students to present their plans
536initially as concept maps and then planning the reports together during two seminar
537sessions, and making different aspects of scientific inquiry visible.
538The theme of Group A was “Qualities of networked environments that support
539collaborative learning.” In their database discourse, the students were presenting research
540questions and their own knowledge and explanations regarding these questions, as suggested
541by the Progressive Inquiry model. Two of the discussion threads in Group A showed
542theoretical content introduced, two concept definitions, which was considerably less than in
543the other two groups, six in Group B and twelve in Group C. In the database, only one report
544version was uploaded. Formally this group completed their seminar report more than
545satisfactorily, but there was no evidence that their collaboration would have proceeded past

t2.1Table 2 Participants and messages in FLE’s forums

t2.2N Messages f M messages/person Documents

t2.3Students 13 181 13.9 24

t2.4Tutors 3 57 19.0 11

t2.5Total 16 238 35
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546each participant contributing his or her own theory piece for the report, as was also confirmed
547by the students during the last seminar session.
548Group B worked under the theme “Creative process in a networked community.” In their
549group, the practice of bringing in theoretical knowledge was more evident, and their

t3.1Table 3 Evolution of discourse and knowledge advancement in the three groups

t3.2Group Thread Discourse evolution: Knowledge
advancement:
C Concept
definition V
Report version

t3.3Q Question

t3.4E Explicative knowledge

t3.5T Theoretical knowledge

t3.6M Metaknowledge

t3.7O Organize

t3.8Tutor’s message

t3.9Group A 1 O O

t3.102 O

t3.113 T Q E E C

t3.124 Q Q E T T O T

t3.135 Q Q E E T E E E E Q E E

t3.146 Q Q E E E E E O Q T

t3.157 O

t3.168 T Q E C

t3.179 O M E V

t3.18Group B 1 Q E E E E E E E E T E

t3.192 Q Q E E Q T Q E E C

t3.203 Q E T T T C

t3.214 Q T E T T Q Q E E E

t3.225 Q T T E C C

t3.236 T T C C

t3.247 O O O

t3.258 T

t3.269 O

t3.2710 O V

t3.2811 T V

t3.2912 T O V V

t3.30Group C 1 T Q T C

t3.312 Q E Q E E E E Q E T T M O M M M T T E Q O O T M M C C C

t3.323 Q E E T T C

t3.334 Q E T E E E E

t3.345 E

t3.356 O

t3.367 Q T T O O C C

t3.378 Q T C

t3.389 Q T T E T C C C

t3.3910 T E C

t3.4011 T M O O O O V V V V
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550seminar reports were also written in closer collaboration, evidenced by the drafts posted.
551Eventually this group split their work into two final papers, one on creativity in an
552educational context and the other in a corporate context, written separately as a triad and a
553dyad, respectively. The analysis suggests that this group was presenting only a few
554reflections on the progress of their inquiry.
555Group C was working on the theme “Teachers’ and learners’ roles in a collaborative
556networked environment.” Initially, the process closely resembled Group B’s process, but the
557messages also included meta-level evaluations in which the students themselves reflected
558on their process and on their understanding. They also reflected on the course materials: For
559example, how the articles suggested by the tutors were too focused, instead of providing a
560more general overview on the theme. This initiated a discussion on how, for new openings
561and domains (as their own research theme was), ready materials hardly exist, unlike in more
562established research domains. Noteworthy in Group C’s process was, in particular, one long
563thread containing in itself a cyclic progressive inquiry process.
564The section of inquiry discourse presented below shows, in our interpretation, that
565toward the end of the course, this group had adopted a very transparent way of monitoring
566collective and object-oriented activities. We considered them to be “object oriented”
567because they were directed at epistemic advancement: The students were negotiating which
568concepts needed to be explained, how to deepen the inquiry into certain questions, how to
569engage each member in the efforts, and how to maintain awareness on progress.

570Paula
571Comment: New learning models and role formation
572One perspective in the formation of roles is to examine how new models of learning
573are seen in relation to changes in roles of teacher/tutor, student and group (compared
574to earlier conceptions of learning). I could make a summary of this perspective.
575Other perspectives would be to approach our group’s title on one hand from the point
576of view of the teacher and on the other hand from the student’s view, also it would be
577good to open the concept of collaborative, networked environment (compared to the
578concept of cooperative, for example). (Metaknowledge)

579Taru
580Evaluation of the Process: What do we do now?
581Yes, which way do we head?
582Paula proposed that we focus on the effects of pedagogical models on students’ and
583teacher/tutor’s roles. I would add that we point out concepts like communality and
584knowledge creation/knowledge building and consider how they affect the roles.[…]
585How the student perceives knowledge (whether right knowledge always exist,
586possessed by the teacher and learned by the student) is very influential on student’s
587activity and role. I could tackle what knowledge building means and bring that
588deepening knowledge here.
589By the way, I don’t know what your feelings on our work are, but personally I find it
590somewhat difficult. As it is not clear what I’m doing… But, I think that we shouldn’t
591widen our focus too much, there’s a lot to chew on roles and learning, and the course
592it coming to its end. What do you think? (Metaknowledge)

593Tiina
594Evaluation of the Process: Clarifying plans
595Yep, same feelings as Taru has, although I think that it starts now slowly running (as
596the deadline is approaching..). Both Paula and Taru’s ideas and making clearer our
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597problem-field look good to me, because in 1 week we really cannot make very wide
598explorations into the issue any more.
599[…] Tutor3 posted yesterday a message I found interesting on awareness about
600distributed expertise, which helped to clear my earlier reflections and at also helped
601to tie together the ideas of collaboration and knowledge building. Would you, Lauri,
602care to explore more for example the roles, as I understood from your talking last
603week, or is there a more central dimension missing from our problem-field..?
604[…] It would be really good if you could post to this forum some summary of what
605kinds of plans you agreed on during the evening, so I’ll also know what to do next.
606(Metaknowledge)
607

608This analysis of the three groups’ inquiry discourse prompted questions on what was
609particular about Group C’s inquiry process. As stated earlier, the average age of the
610participants and years studied was higher than in the other groups. However, it appears that
611there were students in Group C with particular skills for engaging in and regulating
612collective inquiry in the direction of advancing their shared object. According to the virtual
613discourse messages, they were actively monitoring whether the discourse was addressing
614the research questions, asking for more explanations on unclear issues, evaluating the
615obstacles for proceeding in their questions-explanation process (e.g., not able to find the
616right type of reference materials), introducing procedures to increase awareness of each
617others’ activities, and discussing how to coauthor the report.

618Self-reflections on inquiry process

619For the second research question, we examined students’ written self-reflections to find out
620how students evaluated the process themselves; that is, how they appraised the challenges
621of inquiry practices. The relative distribution of answer segments into the categories is
622shown in Q1Fig. 1. Based on a χ2-test, there was an apparent difference between the groups in
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623the distribution of self-reflections although it did not reach significance; χ2 (12, N=111)=
62419.90, p=0.100.
625In Group A, a large proportion of answers dealt with questions of individual
626commitment (41.2%) and the collective commitment (23.5%) of their group into the
627course and the learning process. Students acknowledged that this form of studying was new
628to them, and that directing the inquiry would require more of their own initiative than
629conventional ways of studying. One student expressed it in the following way: One can get
630much more out of studying, but it takes more own initiative and activity. A student is more
631responsible for [his or her] own studying and learning results (Pia).
632The answers also reflected a view that although the students were satisfied with
633accomplishing their seminar report as expected, they had found the beginning of the inquiry
634process confusing. None of the answers of the students in Group A were coded as
635addressing issues of knowledge advancement, individual or collective. However, the
636answers did suggest that the students would have hoped for more collective guidance on the
637inquiry process. We interpret this to mean that they recognized the need for what we have
638called “object-oriented” activities.
639The self-reflections of the students from group B provide evidence that they were
640reflecting on different aspects of inquiry than did Group A. They were addressing questions
641of individual commitment (23%), and course evaluation (30%); in all categories they
642considered more the individual than the collective aspects of inquiry. They were rather
643critical of their own participation, mostly in terms of limited time they had invested in the
644inquiry process. The substantial difference in their self-reflections compared to group Awas
645that they clearly addressed the challenges of knowledge advancement: How to explain
646one’s own thinking and how to develop ideas through the group’s collaboration. One
647student reflected: At first there was a high threshold for me to start writing my thoughts on
648the computer, because I had the feeling that my thoughts were not in a ready form (Satu).
649They suggested that more guidance in structuring the tasks and more definite deadlines
650would have aided them. Furthermore, they considered this form of studying more
651rewarding than taking part in lectures and valued the presence of the three tutors in the
652discussions.
653The distribution of the self-reflections in group C was evenly focused on individual,
654collective, and object-oriented activities: about 17% of their evaluations were both on
655individual and collective commitment, 15% on both individual and collective knowledge
656advancement, and 18.5% on course evaluation. As did students in the other two groups,
657nearly all of the students indicated that they could have been more active. However, they
658also wrote about the actual benefits of collaboration, even if the process got initially slowed
659down by the need to adjust to collaboration and to initialize and frame the shared object, as
660shown in the following quote.

661Definitely more demanding and also harder. Nevertheless, it felt good not to be alone
662responsible for own work, but the whole group shared equally a responsibility for the
663advancement of the process. In more traditional seminars it often happens that you
664work on your own and on the last moment write everything ready and miss all ideas
665from others. Although collaboration slows work down at first, I think that it becomes
666a strength and richness as the process progresses (Taru).
667

668One student’s answers suggest that she had adopted the progressive inquiry model and
669the principles of knowledge building for more general use in her studies. I noticed that
670within another course (which happened to be simultaneously with this course) as I was
671working on the essay, I consciously used principles of knowledge building (Paula). The
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672model appears to have provided her conceptual tools for self-organizing activities for the
673development of an epistemic object.

674Engagement in knowledge-creating inquiry

675The last two research questions, “How do the observed activities of student-groups and
676their self-reflections on the process relate to each other?” and “What are indications of
677developing skills which deal particularly with engagement in object-oriented aspects of
678inquiry?” take us to the intersection of the practices we observed and the self-reflections the
679students provided. At this intersection, we have two zones of development in sight: First,
680how the students carried out the work on shared objects (from the beginning until the end),
681and second, whether they were aware of what should have been done even if they could not
682necessarily carry it out at the time (proximal).
683In Group A, the students produced the final report as expected, but they had not engaged
684in a shared idea development apart from those few seminar sessions. They had a fairly
685pragmatic approach to completing the task: They negotiated, during the seminar sessions,
686what each one would contribute; everyone provided their part; the parts were pasted
687together and delivered. They showed themselves to be competent in managing their
688individual inquiries, but not in sharing it. One student stated, My knowledge building was
689left mostly on my own desk and it would have probably been better to also submit it to the
690collective knowledge building (Mikko). What we consider intriguing is that all students in
691this group were very explicit that this kind of inquiry process was new for them and they
692needed more practice in it, especially because they themselves had so much responsibility
693for the entire process.
694In Group B, according to their self-reflections, the group’s collaboration worked best
695during self-organized face-to-face sessions, which could partially explain why there were so
696few meta-reflections in the database. However, they appear to have adopted new ways of
697engaging in idea generation in the database discourse, as expressed by one of the students:
698When I noticed that the others wrote a lot of their opinions I made myself more “brave.” It
699was great to notice how thoughts were transformed and ripened during the course (Satu).
700Their inquiry process showed that they provided concept definitions throughout the
701process, but they were in the same format in the initial presentation and in the final report,
702which suggests that they were not reformulated or readdressed (i.e., treated as objects)
703during the process although new lines of inquiry were pursued.
704The database discourse analysis generated an impression that the practice of building on
705each other’s ideas and debating concepts flourished in Group C. This was endorsed by the
706students’ self-reflections: In the final stages we experienced moments that we discussed the
707topic of our work with new concepts and were throwing ideas in the air. We explained
708unclear points to each other. I feel I learned a great deal from the other students in my
709group (Taru). The younger members of this group also stated that they had benefited from
710the skills of the more experienced students. However, there were several self-critical voices
711in evidence, which described the processes as half-ready and the collaboration as just
712starting to function properly. Looking at the process in comparison with the other two
713groups, such self-criticism is surprising. Comprehensively, in the self-reflections the
714Group C students more often addressed the collective and object-oriented aspects of
715monitoring inquiry, whereas the other two groups dealt more with the individual and
716collective aspects. Considering these findings together seems to suggest that for the
717students in Group C, coordinating the activities around the shared object was not
718unproblematic, but they had created practices for it and were reflecting on how these
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719practices could have been improved. Further, they appear to have gained the full benefit of
720the heuristic support for inquiry provided by the progressive inquiry model, although they
721were not facilitated in it more than the other two groups.

722Discussion

723The activities of three student-groups were examined to find out how university students
724engaged in collaborative knowledge-creating inquiry. Based on the first research question,
725the analysis of the database discourse suggested that students were aiming at question-
726driven inquiry, and each group’s inquiry had a common object, a collaborative writing task,
727to answer inquiry questions they had devised. During the meetings, the tutors used
728systematic methods to facilitate the development of groups’ question-explanation processes
729and plans for collective seminar reports. Further support was provided by the FLE3
730environment which offered scaffolds for written contributions.
731An analysis of the discourse evolution provided evidence on varying practices of
732inquiry. In Group A, the seminar report was constructed with very little collaborative
733interaction and could be described as a product of three individual inquiries. Generally, this
734kind of strategy works well under the pressure to get a job done expeditiously; hence, the
735type of “pasting together” activity also makes sense. In Group B, the members did
736collaborate significantly more in order to advance their understanding on the research
737questions they had produced. However, in Group C, this collaboration was equally
738observed, but it had a distinct quality; students produced more conceptual definitions,
739debated their conceptual understanding, and also, importantly, versioned their work more
740than did the other groups.
741The second research question on students’ self-reflections yielded evidence that, in every
742group, students emphasized the importance of their own efforts, that this was a new way of
743studying for them, which required more initiative and responsibility and that they would
744need more practice to get better at it. This is in line with the objective of fostering the
745development of agency and academic literacy. In general, the students portrayed the
746collective and object-oriented aspects of inquiry as both rewarding and demanding. A
747number of students wrote that scientific argumentation was difficult, but that the model
748provided by older students and tutors was valuable.
749The third research question addressed in parallel the observed activity of student-groups
750and their self-reflections. It provided a number of points of interest: First, when our analysis
751suggested that the students did not engage in a collective process or iterate the shared
752object, the students wrote about issues of commitment and only individual aspects of
753inquiry (Group A). Second, when the database analysis suggested that the group did engage
754in discussing and explication of ideas but not in a further revision or elaboration, the
755students reflected on the coordination challenge and only secondarily on the knowledge-
756creation challenge (Group B). In the last case, Group C, when the database analysis
757suggested a collaborative knowledge-creation process, the students reflected comparatively
758less on the individual aspects of monitoring inquiry. Although they concentrated on
759collective and object-oriented aspects of inquiry, they were also relatively self-critical about
760the process.
761Our last research question was “What are the indications of developing skills which deal
762particularly with engagement in object-oriented aspects of inquiry?” Here the activities of
763Group C are illuminating: They actively monitored and took charge of insuring that the
764discourse was directed at addressing the research questions, asked for more explanations on
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765unclear issues from each other and the tutors, and evaluated the obstacles in their questions-
766explanation process. Further, they introduced procedures to increase awareness of each
767others’ activities and practices for coauthoring the report.
768The findings suggest that, particularly for younger students, knowledge-creating inquiry
769was a novel experience and required competencies not previously called for in their
770undergraduate studies. Especially in Groups A and B, we encountered difficulties in finding
771ways to direct the inquiry toward advancing the shared object. Apparently, the tutors did
772not correctly assess the students’ need for support, so they got less than would have been
773adequate to ensure their engagement in the new practices.

774Conclusions

775We propose to frame the notion of metaskills so that they deal with social practices of
776engaging in collaborative inquiry, which operate on a collective object. Our findings suggest
777that these are practice-bound skills for turning attention to critical aspects at hand and making
778activities transparent to other participants, although it is not clear how well one is able to
779explicate this knowledge during the process. Furthermore, we envision that the knowledge-
780creation challenge sets the expectation that the epistemic “quality” of the knowledge objects
781to be developed is central, which, in turn, cannot be fulfilled without a collective commitment
782to knowledge advancement. How one is able to observe metaskills when they are put to
783practice cannot be equated with one agent’s activities; rather, the metaskills available in an
784inquiry are derived from the activities of the set of active participants.
785As Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) have argued, a community’s tacit knowledge is
786transformed to an agent’s personal tacit knowledge through socialization. Therefore, it is
787proposed that metaskills, as any expert skills, are developed through long-standing
788socialization into inquiry cultures (Hakkarainen et al. 2004). From this perspective, it
789follows that metaskills may be facilitated through engaging students in shared inquiry
790practices. When these practices are designed in a way that elicits collective and object-
791oriented regulation of inquiry, corresponding metaskills may be elicited as well.
792Our empirical data are from a course of 11 weeks, making it a very short timescale for
793examining the development of such skills. However, we gained two insights from the study:
794First, we observed that the older students were more able to direct their activity toward a
795collective, object-oriented process. This offers one hypothesis to examine, which needs to
796be verified with further research. Second, taking the dual approach of observing the
797activities in the database and the self-reflections, we gained an understanding of the novel
798challenges evoked by knowledge-creating inquiry, pertaining in particular to commitment,
799epistemic involvement, dealing with confusion, and the iterative nature of knowledge
800advancement. However, further research is needed to address a fuller range of metaskills for
801knowledge-creating inquiry, as this case study provides an initial exploration into the issue.
802To arrive at true knowledge-creating practices, a high standard for the epistemic
803involvement in knowledge advancement efforts needs to be adopted. In educational
804contexts, one may take the stance that the objective is creation of locally novel knowledge,
805that is, to arrive at new conceptual understanding, practices, or solutions for the learning
806collective. Regardless of the rigor in defining the standards for knowledge creation, a
807central focus of activity should be that the knowledge-creation objective be furthered, and
808that the practices conducive to it be nurtured. This can be actualized by placing an emphasis
809on drafting, commenting, versioning, and reediting, which relies on the iterative nature of
810knowledge advancement. In these processes, the object is explicitly sought and developed.
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811Further, metaskills encompass the ability to generate strategies for pursuing inquiry and
812improving the object (despite difficulties and controversies), to tolerate the confusion of a
813novel endeavor, and have trust in finding the focus (with appropriate scaffolding and
814feedback). It appears crucial to maintain focus throughout the process on the big question
815and its associated object. It is, in our view, pedagogically important to facilitate the process
816in such a way that the ill-defined quality of the process is addressed as a central
817characteristic of knowledge creation; participants do well to learn to address and manage
818the uncertainty that is an essential aspect of knowledge-creating practice.
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822Appendix A

823t4.1Table 4 Discourse evolution analysis categorization and descriptive examples

t4.2Category Purpose Descriptive example

t4.3Question Asks research problems that call for
explanation of understanding

Problem: Creative environment? How
important is the effect of the environment
on the progress of a creative process? How
to make the environment creative? (Ella,
Group B)

t4.4Presents a research problem to be addressed

t4.5Explicative
knowledge

Presents own explanations, experiential
knowledge, ideas, or perspectives

Comment: Can a networked environment be
creative?

t4.6Presents own hypothesis or wonderment,
including questions, but the questions do
not have a central position

I believe that the environment may have a
big impact on how an individual discloses
creativity. In my opinion the interaction
between individual and the environment is
based on the application of creativity and
at the same time it generates new ideas. In
a classroom, a teacher typically tries to
create with his or her own activities a
sociable and free atmosphere, where
students find it easier to express themselves
creatively. Of course, the interactions
between students affect how creatively a
person dares to act. (Satu, Group B)

t4.7Theoretical
knowledge

Presents theoretical concepts, models,
theories, or research findings. Presents the
source of knowledge with the knowledge.

Scientific Explanation: What is creativity?

t4.8Makes a conceptual contribution to inquiry []Mathematician Poincaré has presented a
four phases model of creativity:

t4.91. preparation – knowledge acquisition

t4.102. incubation – unconscious process

t4.113. insight, illumination – transient insight

t4.124. verification, elaboration; phase
dependent on the field of action.

t4.13Does creativity have limits? My claim is that
an individual creativity has no limits, but
that certain external frames may clarify
the problem and assist the process; too
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824Appendix B

825

t4.14Table 4 (continued)

Category Purpose Descriptive example

much liberty may become a burden. (Sari,
Group B)

t4.14Metaknowledge Reflects one’s own or group’s understanding
Reflects on changes in the produced
knowledge.

Problem: Relevance of articles from
perspective of a short course

t4.15Presents an evaluation of how the group’s
work is advancing.

[]There is a problem of relevance with the
articles (at least some of them), which we
already discussed in the group. It is that a
part of the articles cover single research
experiments and because the course is so
short, it’s impossible for a student to make
summaries (or critically reflect on them
considering the research context) just
based on single research and their findings
presented in articles. I consider that more
appropriate sources would be different
ready summaries, which draw together
general lines on research findings. […] It
would be ideal if there was enough time for
focusing on a couple of research articles
and the general lines. (Paula, Group C)

t4.16Presents alternatives for how to elaborate.

t4.17Sums up prior discussion and knowledge
products.

t4.18Organize Organizes collaboration. Problem: The slides of our presentation

t4.19Info on posts. The slides of our presentation (Tomi and
me) can be found on my web-top. (Pauli,
Group B)

t4.20Tutor posts concept maps.

t5.1Table 5 Challenge of inquiry practices analysis categorization and descriptive examples

t5.2Category Focus of reflection Descriptive example

t5.3Individual
commitment

Individual monitoring of inquiry: Requires clearly a new approach to
studying, to benefit from knowledge
building. Would need to change own
studying strategies — but its not so easy
after the last 18 years doing things “the
other way.” (Pauli, Group B)

t5.4Student explaining and evaluating their own
participation and commitment to the inquiry.

t5.5Collective
commitment

Collective monitoring of inquiry: As in university studies more generally,
here also it became evident the very
different levels of commitment and goals
for the course between the students,
which partly influence how the course
turns out. (Tiina, Group C)

t5.6Student addressing the challenges of working
together and being dependent on each others’
participation.

t5.7Individual
knowledge
advancement

Individual and object-oriented monitoring of
inquiry:

While reading the articles in English,
understanding the concepts was really
troublesome: it was so difficult to figure
which concepts corresponded to which
Finnish concepts, and vice versa, which
ones of the concepts raised during the
lectures were in the articles. (Paula,
Group C)

t5.8Considering how one’s own understanding
advanced, how one’s own thinking changed,
What difficulties were encountered in the
question-explanation processes, and how
one’s own writing efforts progressed.
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t5.9Table 5 (continued)

Category Focus of reflection Descriptive example

t5.10Collective
knowledge
advancement

Object-oriented and collective monitoring of
inquiry:

Course work felt really difficult and
laborious, but now afterwards I would
say that all the work was worth it. Even
if the process was not completed, it
taught a lot. I believe that our final report
was beyond what any of us could have
done alone. (Taru, Group C)

t5.11Explaining how ideas developed in relation to
shared efforts, how one person’s ideas were
elaborated by others. Emphasizing ideas and
the report versions (artefacts) produced in
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t5.12Individual
guidance

Individual monitoring of inquiry: Perhaps more on theories of psychology,
now it felt like that without own strong
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merits or then personal views type of
comments. (Pauli, Group B)
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individual guidance.

t5.14Collective
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t5.16Course
evaluation

Course design and tools support: In the Web-learning environment it was
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It would be handy to have an easy
functionality, which would present
hierarchically all the texts you want (and
print them). (Paula, Group C)

t5.17Discussing the working format (progressive
inquiry), the FLE-environment, how well the
course matched expectations, or how the
course succeeded. Assessing design aspects
of the course and the tools.
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